
HARDIN VALLEY ACADEMY
HV Schedule FAQ’s

1. Does moving to an HV schedule mean students will take 8 classes at a time?
a. Yes - students will take 8 classes total.  4 will meet on H Days, while 4 other classes will

meet on V Days.

2. Does moving to an HV schedule mean students will have double the work at a time?
a. No - The student workload will not double.  Since students will have classes every other

day, they have two days between when an assignment is assigned and when it is due.

3. Will students still be eligible for Early Graduation?
a. Yes - If students meet Early Graduation criteria, they can complete an Early Graduation

pathway that includes an Enligh, a Math, Economics & Personal Finance, and an elective.

4. Will an HV schedule impact a student’s ability to take Dual Enrollment classes through Pellissippi
St or other colleges?

a. No - Students will still be able to take dual enrollment courses through Pellissippi State. The
dual enrollment class will be a semester class and will have to be balanced with another
semester option such as a second dual enrollment class or other options.

5. Will students still be able to take classes at Byington-Solway (BYS) for specialized CTE and
JROTC programming?

a. Yes - Students will take semester long classes at BYS and will pair this class with other
semester options such as dual enrollment or other BYS courses.

6. Will an HV schedule limit student opportunities for taking AP World Language classes?
a. No - Based on the way most of our students currently take World Languages classes, it

would be difficult to get to the AP level courses. As we transition to an HV schedule, we
are committed to create pathways to get kids into AP World Language if they want them.
We are changing how we recruit students in World Language for their Freshman Year in
order to make it easier for them to take AP World Language as Seniors.

7. Will an HV schedule affect our AP Science and AP Math classes?
a. No - Most of our AP Science and AP Math classes are already double blocked semester

classes such as Hon Chemistry 2 in the Fall and AP Chemistry in the Spring.  This structure
would be unaffected and remain the same.

8. Will students take a mid-term exam at the end of Fall Semester?
a. Yes - Students will take mid-term exams but they will not count 15%.  Only EOCs in May

count as 15% of a student's grade.

9. Can students double up on math or science classes on an HV schedule?
a. It depends - Some math and science classes need prerequisites and others don’t.  Most of

the time, students will be able to take more than one science class at a time if they wish.
After Algebra 2, students can take more than one math class.


